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LOCALLY BEST QUADRATIC ESTIMATORS 
LUBOMlR KUBACEK 
Introduction 
Let Y = Xp + e be an n -dimensional random vector, X is a known n x k matrix 
and Pe5fck (k-dimensional Euclidean space) is an unknown vector parameter. The 
mean value of the error vector e is E(e) = 0 and its covariance matrix is 
p 
E(ee') = '2 = ^ftiVi. Th e symmetric matrices V,, i = l , ..., p, are known, 
i = l 
(i7i, ..., ftp)' = #ef t* is unknown vector parameter and fl* is a subset of the space 
$lp with nonempty interior. The matrix of the third central moments E[E®(EE')] is 
<p and the matrix of the fourth central moments E[(EE')(£)(EE')] is ^p. The symbol 
(x) denotes the tensor product. The parametric space ^ k x d * X ( p * x ^ * is denoted 
by 6*; op* and ^̂>* are given subsets of the space of all matrices of the third and the 
fourth moments, respectively. 
The problem is to estimate a function y(P, ft) = c'p + f'ft,Pe<3lk,fte 0*, from 
a realization y of the random vector Y. The vectors c e <3lk, fe9lp, are given. The 
unbiased estimator of the function with minimum variance at the given point 
0 = (P, ft, q), ^ ) of the parametric space 6* is considered in the form y = 
a'Y+ Y'AY, where ae'3ln and A is an n x n matrix. 
The aim of this paper is to contribute to the determination of the explicit 
expression for the vector a and for the matrix A. 
The fundamental paper on this problem is [1]. 
1. Notations and auxiliary statements 
Definition 1.1. Let Sfn and Mm,n, respectively, be the space of all symmetric nXn 
matrices and the space of all mXn matrices. Mappings 
v e c ( - ) : 4 n , n - > r n , 
v ech( ) :^ ->^" ( n + 1 ) / 2 
(cR)vec(-):^n-^^n(n+1) /2 
are given by the following relationships 
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vec(T) = (li.i, t2,i, ••., tm,\', t\,2, t2,2, ..., tm,2; . . . ; t\,n, t2,n, ..., tm,n)', 
vech(S) = (si,i, 5i,2, -.., s\,n; s2,2, s2,3, ..., s2,n ; . . . ; s„-i,„-i, sn-i,n', sn,n)', 
(cR)vec(S) = (si,i, 2si,2, ..., 2si ,„; s2,2, 2s2,3, ..., 2s2,n; . . . ; sn-i,n-u 2s„_i,„; s„,„)'. 
Here t,,; = {T},-,, and s,,; = {S}.,; are the (i, j)-th elements of the matrices T and S, 
respectively. 
Definition 1.2. Mapping 
(CC)( • ) : Mp,r
2^> Mp, r(r+\)/2 
is given by 
(cC)(M) = (fMi.i, fni,2 + fn2,i, ..., ffii,r + fnr,i; fn2,2, m23 + m3l2, ..., m2r + mr,2; 
. . . ; irir-i.r-i, fnr_i,r + mr,r-\; mrr), 
where 
M = (/rti,i, fHi,2, ..., ffii,r; fn2,i, fn2,2, ..., fn2 ,r; . . . ; inr,i, ffir,2, ..., mrr). 
Here ml,ie$l
p, i, j= 1, ..., r, are columns of a matrix M. 
An analogous operation on the rows of the matrix M e Mp
2,r defines the mapping 
(cR)(M): Mp\r-+ Mp(p+1)/2, r. 
Lemma 1.1. For arbitrary matrices AeMp,r, Se^r, BeMr,p there holds: 
ASB = C^(B'(x)A) vec(S) = vec(C)<^>(cR)(cC) (B'®A) vech(S) = (cR)vec(C). 
Proof is obvious. 
Lemma 1.2. Let Ne5^„ be a positive semidefinite (p.s.d.) matrix, AeMm,n, 
ye$lm, yeM(A) (column space of the matrix A). Then there exists a matrix 
GeMn,m with the property: 
\/{x:Ax = y}(Gy)'HGy^x'Nx&AGy = y; 
the matrix G is a solution of the equations AGA = A, (GA)'N = NGA. A particular 
solution is (N +A'A)~A'[A(N +A'A)~A']~. (The symbol ~ denotes a g-inversion, 
i.e. the matrix S~ fulfils the condition SS~S = S.) 
Proof. See [4, p. 44] and [2, Lemma 2.1.12 and Lemma 2.1.15]. 
The matrix G from Lemma 1.2 is denoted as A~.(N). 
Lemma 1.3. Theequation AXB = C, AeMp,q, XeM^,r, BeM,,*, CeMp,s with an 
unknown matrix X has a solution iff AA~CB~B = C. If this condition is fulfilled, the 
general solution is X = A~CB~ + T — A~ATBB~, where T is an arbitrary matrix 
from Mq,r. 
Proof. See [4, p. 24], and Lemma 2.1.5 in [2]. 
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2. Unbiased and invariant estimators 
Lemma 2.1. A function y(/3, #) = c'0 + f #, 0e9&\ # e d * , is unbiased/y 
estimable iff ceM(X') and feM(K), where KeSPp and its (/, j)-th element is 
{K},,, =Tr(V,V,- PV,PV7) = {V'( l - P®P)V},„; P = X(X'X) X , V = [vec(Vi), 
vec(V2), ..., vec(Vp)]. 
Proof. It follows from the definition of unbiasedness and from the assumption 
on the interior of the set ft*. 
Lemma 2.2. An estimator y = a' Y + Y'AYof the unbiasedly estimable function 
Y(P,d) = c'P + f'd, Pe9lk, tfeft* (i.e. ceM(X'), feM(K)) is unbiased iff 
X'a = c, (X'®X')vec(A) = 0, V'vec(A) = f. (2.1) 
Proof. The statement is the consequence of the relationships E(a'Y+ Y'AY) = 
o'E(Y) + [vec(A)]'E(Y®Y), E(Y) = X0, E ( Y ® Y) = (X®X)(/5®0) +Vtf and 
of the assumption on the interior of the set 0*. (The relationship E(Y®Y) = 
(X®X)(/?®/J) + V# can be obtained in the following way: 
E(Y®Y) = E[(XP + E)®(XP + *•)] = (XP)®(XP) + E[vec(i*')] = 
= (X®X)(P®P) + vec (g f tV , ) = (X®X)(P®P) + V0.) 
Note 2.1. As V{ ye 0ln}y'Ay = (l/2)y'(A + A')y the symmetric matrix A(e^n) 
can be used instead of the matrix A(e Mn,n) from Lemma 2.2. The condition for the 
unbiasedness of the estimator y = cr' Y+ Y'AY of an unbiasedly estimable function 
Y(P, &) = c'P + f'd, Pe$lk, tfeft*, can be rewritten as 
X'a = c, (cC)(X'®X')vech(A) = 0, (cC)(VT')vech(A) = f. 
Note 2.2. Consider a function y(0, &)=f'd,&e 0*. With respect to Lemma 2.2 
the unbiased estimator of this function is yf = a' Y+ [vec(A)]'( Y ® Y), where a and 
vec(A) fulfil the conditions X'a = 0, (X'®X')vec(A) = 0, V'vec(A) = f. As Y = 
X/5 + E the estimate is £'kx+(£'®e')vec(A) + [(P'X')®e' + e'®(P'X')]vec(A), 
where lfX'6Ker(X') = {(i: ue0l
n, X'u = 0} and thus it contains the member 
[(/S'X')®c' + c'®(/?'X')]vec(A) that need not be a zero and depends on the 
parameter p. In order to remove this dependence, the condition AX = 0 (in the case 
of the symmetric matrix A) is used instead of the condition X'AX = 0; 
AX = 0 o (X' ® I) vec(A) = 0o (cC) (X' Q l)vech( A) = 0. 
The estimator a'Y+ Y'AY, A = A', fulfilling the conditions 
X'a = c, (X' ® l)vec(A) = 0, V'vec(A) = f 
is called an invariant estimator. It is clear that the invariant estimator is an unbiased 
one. (For details see [1] and [3].) 
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Lemma 2.3. An invariant estimator of the function y(P, #) = c'P + f'd, /5 e 9tk, 
#eO* , exists iff ceM(X') and feM(KU)), where {K^}^ = Tr(MV,MVy) = 
{V'(M®M)V},,,, / , / = ! , . . . ,p , M = l - P . 
Proof. See [3, p. 9]. 
3. Locally best estimators 
The following denotations will be used: 
Var(Zi) = E{[Z i-E(Z i)][Z i-E(Z i)]'} , / = !, 2, 
cov(Z„ Z,) = E{[Z, -E(Z,)][Z, -E(Z,)]'} , i, 1 = 1, 2, i*j. 
Lemma 3.1. For random vectors Y, Y® Y, (cR)(Y® Y) the following relation-
ships are true: 
(a) cov{Y, [(cR)(Y®Y)]} = (cC){cov[Y, (Y®Y)]}, 
(b) Var[(cR)(Y® Y)] = (cC)(cR)[Var( Y ® Y)] = (cR)(cC)[Var( Y ® Y)]. 
Proof, (a) Follows from [(cR)(Y® Y)]' = (cC)[Y® Y)'] and from the bilineari-
ty of cov(-, • •). 
(b) Follows from the relationships: 
Var{[vec(A)]'(Y® Y)} = Var{[vech(A)]'(cR)(Y® Y)}; 
Var{[vec(A)]'( Y ® Y)} = [vec(A)]'Var( Y ® Y)vec(A) = 
= [vech(A)]'(cR)[Var( Y ® Y)]vec(A) = 
= [vech(A)]'(cC)(cR)Var( Y ® Y)vech(A) 
and 
Var{[vech(A)]'(cR)(Y® Y)} = 
= [vech(A)]'Var[(cR)( Y ® Y)]vech(A). 
The assumption A = A' is used. The commutation of (cR) and (cC) is obvious. 
Lemma 3.2. Under the assumption from the Introduction the following relation-
ships are valid: 
(a) cov[ Y, ( Y ® Y)] = ep' + (0 'X' )®Z + 2®(/J'X'), 
(b) Var( Y ® Y) = TJ, + [(X0)® l]qp' + cp[(/?'X')® I] + [I® (X0)]q>' + 
+ q>[l® (0'X')] + (X/J/?'X')®2 + 2®(X/J/J'X') + 
+ [l®(X/})]2[(/5'X')® I] + [(X0)® l]Z[l®(0'X')] - vec(2)[vec(2)]'. 
Proof. From the definition of cov(-, • •) it follows that 
cov(Y, Y®Y) = E { ( Y - X / J ) [ Y ® Y - E ( Y ® Y ) ] ' } = 
= E{e[(Xp + e)®(Xp + e)- (X0)® (X/J) - vec(Z)].'} = 
= E{e[e'®e' + e'®(fi'X') + (P'X')®e' - [vec(2:)]']}, 
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where 
E[e(e'®e')] = E[( l®e)(e '®e' )] = E[e'®(ee')] = <p' 
E{e[s'®(p'X')]}=E{(e®l)[e'®(P'X')]} = 
= [E(ee')]®(0'X') = 2®(0'X'), 
E{e[(P'X')®e']} = E{(l®e)[(0'X')®e']} = 
= (/3'X')®[E(ee')] = (/}'X')®2, 
E{e[vec(2)]'}=0. 
If Y®Y-E(Y®Y) = e ® e + (X/S)®e + e®(X/J)-vec(2) is taken into ac­
count, then 
Var(Y®Y) = E{(ee')®(ee') + [(X/5)e']®(ee') + 
+ (ee')®[(X/J)e'] - vec(2)(e'® e') + [e(P'X')]® 
® (ee') + (XpP'X')® (ee') + [e(p'X')]®[(Xp)e'] -
- vec(2)[(,TX')® e'] + (ee')®[e(0'X')] + [(X0)e']® 
® [e(P'X')] + (tt')®(Xpp'X') - vec(2)[e'® (0'X')] -
- ( e ® e)[vec(2)]' - [(X/J)® e][vec(2)]' -
- [*® (X0)][vec(2)]' + vec(2)[vec(2)]'}, 
where 
E[(ee')® (ee')] = al>, 
E{[(XP)e']®(es')} = [(Xp)®l]E[e'®(ee')] = [(Xp)®W, 
E{(ee')®[(X/J)e']} = [l®(X/5)]E[(ee')®e] = [l®(X/?)]E[(e®l)(e'®e')] = 
= [l®(X0)]E[(l®e)(e'®e')] = 
= [l®(Xp)]E[e'®(ee')] = [i®(XpW, 
-vec(2)E(e'® e') = -vec(2)[vec(2)]'; 
E{[e(P'X')]®(ee')} = E[e®(ee')][(P'X')®i] = <p[(P'X')®i], 
(XpP'X')® E(ee') = (X/J/J'X')®2, 
E{[e(/5'X')]® [(X/5)e']} = [I® (Xp)]E(e® e')[(P'X')® I] = 
= [l®(Xfl)]2[(/}'X')®l]; 
E{(ee')®[e(/S'X')]} = E[(ee')® e][l® (P'X')] = 
= E[(e®l)(e'®e)][l®(P'X')] = 
= E[(e®i)ee'][i®(P'X')] = 
= E[e® (ee')][l® (0'X')] = <p[l® (P'X')], 
E{[(Xp)e']®[e(P'X')]} = [(Xp)® l]E(e'® e)[l® (P'X')] = 
= [(X/J)®I]2[I®(/?'X')]. 
It is obvious how to finish the proof. 




is used. Let 
« = í ď Y+ Y'AY: X'o = c, Z'vec(A) = l JM 
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(i.e. the class of all unbiased linear-quadratic estimators of the unbiasedly 
estimable function y(0, #) = c'P + f #, Pe0lk, i}e§*, ceM(X'), 
feM[V'(\-P®P)V]); an estimator y 0 e£ is called the locally best one at the 
point (P, d, cp, ilOeG* if 
Var/5,d,cp,^(yo) = min{Varp,a, <p, ^(y): y e ^ }. 
Theorem 3.1. The locally best unbiased estimator of the function y(/3, #) = 
c'P + f'O, peShk, #ef}*, ceM(X'), f eM[V'(\- P®P)V] is y = c r 'Y+YAY, 
aeS/ln, AeMn,n, where 
a = (X'W)C - [I - (X%mX']Z-D,.2(Z%(..> Q , 
vec(A) = (Z')mM (J) " ["" (Z').(D,2)Z']D2,2D2. i ( X % w c , 
Di.2 = cov(Y,Y®Y) = D2.i, 
D2,2 = Var(Y®Y), 
(*) = 2-Di , 2D 2 - ,2[D2 2-D2,2(Z')m(D2,2)Z']D2-,2D2,i, 
(**) = D22 - D2, i2-[2 - Z(X')m(z)X']2-Di. 2. 
Proof. First it is necessary to show that (*) and (**) are p.s.d. matrices and thus 
the .^-inversion (X')~i0) and (Z')mM is correctly defined. With respect to the 
inclusion ^(D2,i)cz^(D2,2) (it is implied by the relation 
P{Y®Y- E(Y® Y) eM[\?ir(Y® Y)]} = 1) 
it is valid D2,2D2~,2D2,i = D2,i; thus (*) can be rewritten as 
( * ) = 2 -Dl .2Dj .2D2.1 + Di.2D2.2D2.2(Z')m(D22)Z
,D2'.2D2.1 = 
= Var[Y-Di.2D2-,2(V®Y)] + Di,2D2-.2Var{Z[(Z')-(D2.2)]'(Y®Y)}D2-,2D2,i; 
as (*) is a sum of p.s.d. matrices, (*) is a p.s.d. matrix. 
The proof for (**) is analogous. 
The necessary and sufficient condition for the statistic 
( o ' , [ v e c ( A ) ľ ) ( y ( ^ y ) 
to be locally the best unbiased estimator of the function y(0, #) = c'P + f'd, 
Pe$lk, de®*, is 
(X0,' Z') (vec°(A)) = ( ; ) ( u n b i a s e d n e s s ) 
and the minimality of the variance 
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where 
Var {[V, or® v)1 (ve°A))} = (o', [ v e c ^ D ( J ^ ) , 
D = ( / 2 ' D l 2 ) 
\ D , „ D2.2/ 
With respect to Lemma 1.2 it means that 
(vec(A)) = U,' Z')„ ' m(D) 1 
If the denotation 
/X', 0\~ /c,.„ c „ \ 
\o, z')m(D) l c „ C2.2/ 
is used, then with respect to Lemma 1.2 two systems of conditions are obtained for 
the matrices C,,;, i, j = 1, 2: 
X'C,,,X'=X', X'C„Z' = 0, 
Z'C,,X' = 0, Z'C2,Z' = Z', (1) 
[a D„, g-j-J-Rw (£;) x., 
[(2'D-!>(S:;)r]'-(D'-o">(S:;)x'- (2) 
[(D i„D„)(^')z-]'.(D,„D I.,)(^)z'. 
With respect to Lemma 1.3 from (1) we obtain: 
Ci.i = (X')", C1.2 = Ti,2 - (X')-XTi.2Z'(Z')-, 
C2.i = T2.i - (Z')"ZT2.iX'(X')-, C2.2 = (Z')". 
The problem is to determine the matrices Ti,2 and T2,i and to determine the 
proper types of g-inversion in order to fulfil the condition (2). 
First the matrix T2,i will be determined. When the function yc(0, i>) = c'/5, 
P e 0lk, is estimated, then the matrices Ci,2 and C2,2 do not occur in the estimator 
y c = V'(X')~c + ( y ® y)'[T2.i-(Z')-ZT2.iX(X')-]. Let (X')" be fixed; the matrix 
T2,i minimizes the dispersion Var(yc) if it is a solution of the equation 9Var(yc)/ 
/3T2,i = 0. When (Z%(D2,2) is chosen for (Z')~, then the equation 3Var(yc)/8T2, i = 0 
is equivalent to 
{ I - [(Z')-(D2,2)Z']'}D2.2T2.iCC = - {I - [(Z')-(D2.2)Z'] '}D2.i(X')"cC 
(with respect to Lemma 1.3 it can be seen that the last equation can be solved). 
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As the matrix T2,i cannot depend on the vector c the particular solution can be 
chosen in the form 
T2,i = -D2:2D2,i(X')-
and thus 
C2,iC = -[ l - (Z') - ( D 2 2 )Z']D2 - ,2D2 ,1 (X')-c, 
because of X'(X')~c = ceM(X'). The type of the g-inversion (X')~ will be 
determined later. 
We can proceed analogously in the case of the matrix Ti,2. When (Z')~ is fixed 
and the matrix (X')-(2:) is chosen for (X')
_ in the estimator 
1 + rtf = ý, = (y®y)'(zr(J). 
+ V'[T1,2-(X')-X'T1,2Z'(Zr](J), 
then the particular solution of the equation 3Var(yf)/3Ti,2 = 0 is 
Ti , 2 =-2-Di , 2 (Z ' ) - . 
For the linear member of the estimator of the function y#(/5, d) = f'd, #eft*, 
Ci,2 ( ^ ) = - [ l - (X ' ) - ( 2 ) X']2-Di , 2 (Z ' ) - (? ) 
(because of (°\ eM[Z'(\- P®P)Z]aM(Z')\ holds. 
It remains to determine the type of the g-inversion (X')_ in the expression for 
the matrix C2.i (and thus in the expression for the matrix Ci.i) and the type of the 
g-inversion (Z')~ in the expression for the matrix Ci,2 (and thus in the expression 
for the matrix C2,2). 
Consider the first condition from (2). Its right-hand side is 
r.h.s. = Z ( X ) X - D i , 2 [ l - (Z')-(D22)Z']D2-,2D2,i(X')-X' = 
= {S-Di,2D2-,2[D2,2-D2,2(Z')- (D2>2)Z']D2-,2D2,i}(X') X'. 
If in the last expression the matrix (X' )" w is substituted for the matrix (X')-, then 
with respect to Lemma 1.2 the r.h.s. is a symmetric matrix and thus the first 
condition from (2) is fulfilled. Analogously the choice (Z%(„>. for the matrix (Z')~ 
fulfils the third condition in (2). 
It remains to verify the second condition of (2). Its left-hand side is 
I.h.s. = [(2Ci,2 + Di,2C2,2)Z']' = 
= { - 2 [ l - (X ' )" ( 2 ) X']2-Di , 2 (Z ' ) - M Z' + Di.2(Z% ( . . )Z'} ' = 
= Z[ (Z ' ) -M ] 'D 2 , i (X ' ) - ( 2 )X' . 
(Lemma 1.2 and ^ (Di , 2 ) cz^ (2 ) :-> 22-Di,2 = Di,2 were utilized.) 
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The r.h.s. of the second condition from (2) is 
r.h.s. = (D2>1, D2,2) ( £ ' j ) X' = D2>1(X')m(.)X' -
- D2l2[l - (Z')-(D2.2)Z']D2-, 2D2, i(X%MX' = Z[(Z%(D2,2)]'D2, ^X'U.^X'. 
(Lemma 1.2 and M(D2,i)<zzM(D2,2)^D2,2D2,2D2,i = D2,i were applicated.) 
The equality between the r.h.s. and the l.h.s. can be proved in the following way. 
Let two random vectors 
Lt = Y® Y - D2, , 2 - Y + D2, ̂ "X^X' )^) ] ' V 
and 
L2 = Y- DU2D2,2(Y® Y) + D.,2D2-.2Z[(Z')m(D2,2)]'(Y(x) Y) 
be considered. The expression for the cov(L.> L2): 
cov(L1, L2) = D2tl - D2, ,2 - [2 - 2(X')m(2)X'] -
- [D2>2 - D2,2(Z')-(D2.2)Z']D2-, 2D2,, + 
+ D2, t 2 - [ 2 - 2(X')- (2 )X']2-D1,2D2-, 2[D2,2 - D2,2(Z')-(D22)Z']D2-, 2D2. „ 
can be arranged into two following forms: 
cov(L„ L2) = D2>1(X')ma:)X' -
- {I-D2>12-[2-2(X')m(2)X']2-D1 ,2D2-,2}[D2 ,2-D2 ,2(Z')m(D2 .2)Z']D2-,2D2 ,1 = 
= D2, l(X%mX' - (**)[l - (Z')m(D2.2)Z']D2,2D2, . = F, ; 
cov(Ll5 L2) = -D2 > 12-[2 -2(X')m(2)X'] • 
•{l-2-D1,2D2-.2[D2,2-D2,2(Z')m(D2.2)Z']D2-,2D2,1}+Z[(Z')m(D22,]'D2.1 = 
= -D2 > 12-{l - X[(X')m(r)]'}(*) + Z[(Z')m(D2.2)]'D2>1 = F2. 
(The relationships 
D2,2(Z')-(D2.2)Z'D2-.2D2.1 = 
= Z[(Z')m(D2.2)]'D2.2D2-,2D2.1 = Z[(Z')m(D2,2)]'D2,1, 
D2 .12-2(X')m a )X'2-D1 ,2 = 
= D2,12-X[(X')- (z )]'22-D1.2 = D2.1X2-[(X')- (.: )]'D1,2, 
etc. resulting from Lemma 1.2 and from ^(D 1 - 2 )c=^(2) , M(D2A) a M(D2,2) were 
utilized.) 
Further 
Z[(Z%(..)]'F1(X')-m(.^X' = Z[(Z')-(..)]'D2.1(X')-(x)X'(X')m(.)X' -
- (**)(Z')m(..)Z'[l - (Z')m(D2.2)Z']D2-.2D2>1 = l.h.s. 
because of 
X'(X')m(.)X' = X', Z[(Z')m(..,]'(**) = (**)(Z')m(..)Z' 
and 
(Z%(..?'(Z%(D2.2X = (Z%(..*'. 
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Analogically 
Z[(Z')-(..)]'F2(X%(.)X' = Z[(Z')^(D2,2)]'D2.1(X')^(.,X' = r.h.s. 
Lemma 3.3. The class of all unbiased quadratic estimators of the zero function is 
qi0={r0:ro=Y'[l-(X')-X']u + (Y®Y)'[l-(Z')-Z']t,ueSk
n, teW2}. 
Proof. It is analogous to the proof of Lemma 2.2 considering the relationships 
Ker(X') = {o: Xa = 0} = {[l-(X')"X']u: u e « " ) and Ker(Z') = {[l-(Z')"Z']f: 
reST2}. 
N o t e 3.1. Theorem 3.1 can be proved with the help of the relation 
cov(y, To) = 0, To e °U0 
(e.g. [2, p. 55]), which expresses the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
estimator y to be the locally best. Thus it is sufficient to verify 
a'Zb + a' D,. 2vec(B) + [vec(A)]' D2,, b + [vec(A)]' D2,2vec(B) = 0. 
It is advantageous to choose the zero estimator in the form 
T 0 =b'y+[vec (B) ] ' (y®y) = y'[ i -(X')- (s )x']u + 
+ (y®y)'[i-(Z')-(02,2)z']f; u e r , tern-
2. 
In the following the denotations 
N.,2 = (cC)(D,,2), N2.2 = (cC)(cR)(D2.2) 
are used. 
Corollary 3 .1 . For the locally best estimator of the function y((i, #) = c'/J + f'&, 
Pe0lk, tfett*, ceM(X'), feM[V'(l-P®P)V], written in the form y = 
o T + y A y where Ae5^„, there holds 
a = (X%(.>c - [I - (X')-(x,X']2-N1,2[(cC)(Z')]-(..) (J) , 
h(A) = [(cC)(Z')]-(.., (J) - ( I " [(cC)(Z')]-(N,2,(cC)(Z')}N2-.2N2,1(X')-(.,c, vec 
where 
(*) = Z - N 1 > 2 N 2 : 2 { N 2 , 2 - ^ 
(**) = N2,2 - N2 ,t2-[2 - 2(X')^<x)X']2-Ni.2. 
If Lemma 3.1 is taken into account, then the statement can be proved 
analogously to the statement of Theorem 3.1. This form of estimator is more 
advantageous for numerical computing. 
When estimating a function yc(P, ft) = c'P, ($e0l
k, ceM(X'), we can restrict 
ourselves to linear estimators a'Y, X'a = c, only. It is obvious that the best 
estimator from the larger class % = {a'Y+ VAV: X'a = c, Z'vec(A) = 0} cannot 
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be worse than the linear one. Analogously when estimating a function Y*(P, #) = 
f'&, tfeft*, feM[\f'(\-P®P)S/], we can restrict ourselves to estimators of the 
form Y'AY. In this case it is also obvious that the best estimator from the larger 
class °UY cannot be worse than the estimator Y'A Y. In spite of it the proof of the 
following theorem can help to gain a deeper insight into the fact. 
Theorem 3.2. (a) Let yc(0, t>) = C 0 , / 8 e » \ ceM(X') be an estimated 
function. For the estimator 
Cp = c ' [ (X% w ] ' Y- c'{[\ - (Z')-(D2,2)Z']Dl2D2AX%^r(Y®Y) 
from Theorem 3.1 it is true that 
Var(c^)^Var{c'[(X')- ( 2 )] 'y}; 
(on the right-hand side the variance of the best linear unbiased estimator of the 
function yc is). 
(b) Let Yi(P, t») = f"0, #eft* , f eM[\l'(\- P®P)V] be an estimated function. 
For the estimator 
f* = (0', f')[(Z%M]'(Y® Y) - (0', / ' ){[•" (X')- (2 )X']2-Di,2(Z')-M}'Y 
from Theorem 3.1 it is true that 
Var(flt)^Var{[vec(A.)]'(Y®Y)}, 
where vec(A.) = (Z%(D2,2) ( f ) , which means that [vec(A.)]'(Y(x) Y) is the locally 
best estimator based on the vector Y®Y. 
Proof. Consider A e i t , , - , ye.v^(A), Re5^„, SeSfn, where the matrices R, S 
and R —S are p.s.d. Then with respect to Lemma 1.2 there holds: 
V{x:Ax=y}||A- (S)y||s^||x||s^||x||R-» 
=> ||A-(s)y||s^min{||x||R: Ax = y} = ||Am(R)y||R. 
If we substitute c, 2 , (*) for y, S, R, then 
R - S = Di,2D2-,2[D2,2 - D2,2(Z')-(D2,2)Z']D2",2D2,i. 
Further with respect to Lemma 1.2 the matrix D2,2—D2,2(Z')~(D22)Z' can be 
rewritten as 
{I - Z[(Z')-(D2.2)]'}D2,2[I - (Z')-(D22)Z'], 
which is a p.s.d. matrix; thus R — S is p.s.d. and c, 2 , (*) fulfil our assumptions. It 
means that 
V a r ( ^ ) = | | ( X ' ) - w c | | ( ^ 
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The fact that c'[OL')m<xi\'Y is the best unbiased linear estimator of the function ye 
is proved, e.g., in [2, p. 140]. 
(b) Can be proved analogously. 
Lemma 3.4. For an invariant estimator 
a'V+[vec(A)]'(Y<g>Y), Ae9>„, 
X'a = ceJl(X'), (X'(g)l)vec(A) = 0, 
V'vec(A) = f e M[V'(M®M)V] 
of the function y(0, &) = c'/S + f'd, j? e & \ 0 e ft*, there holds 
Var{o' y + [vec(A)]'(y(g) Y)} = 
= (o', [vec(A)]') ( ^ ^ _ v e c ( _ ) [ v e c ( _ ) ] ( ) (Vec(A)) " 
Proof. If (2.2), Lemma 3.2 and relationships 
AX = 0oX 'A = 0-^ 
(X'(g)l)vec(A) = 0o(l(g)X')vec(A) = 0 
are taken into account, then 
cov(y, y®y)vec(A) = 
= cp'vec(A) + (/?'®2)(X'(g)l)vec(A) + (2(g)/?')(l(g)X')vec(A) = cp'vec(A), 
and analogously 
[vec(A)]'Var( Y(g) y)vec(A) = 
= [vec(A)]>vec(A) - [vec(A)]'vec(S)[vec(2)]'vec(A). 
Lemma 3.5. The matrix 
Vcp, i|>-vec(2)[vec(2)]7 
is p.s.d. 
Proof. It can be easily proved that the mentioned matrix is Var ( ^ 1, which 
is obviously p.s.d. 
Further the denotations 
D£>2 = 14) - vec(2)[vec(2)]', 
NИ>2 = (cC)(Ф'), 
N2!>2 = (cC)(cR)D2:>2, 
^ = (Xf) 
will be used. 
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where 
Lemma 3.6. The class of all invariant estimators of the zero function is 
aU$P={rP: rP = Y'[l-(X')"X']u + (Y(g)Y)'[l-(Z ( , ) ')-Z ( ' )]f, 
ue«", teW2}. 
Proof. For t^>e0U^) the following has to be valiid: 
V{0 e 9tk, *eft*}E<(,*(4'
)) = 0&(X'®l)vec(A) = 0 o 
<>X'a = 0& 2™ 'vec(A) = 0. 
Theorem 3.3. The locally best invariant estimator of the function 
Y(p,d) = c'p + f'd, peMk, »e$*, ceM(X'), 
fe.l[^M<S)M)V], is y(I) = o 'Y+Y'AY, a e l " , A e # , , 
a = (X')"(.)C - [I - (X')^(2)X']2-cp(Z
(')')-(..) (J) , 








(**) = D2?2 - q)2-[2 - (XO'^X'lS-q.'. 
Proof. The estimator TS° from Lemma 3.6 in the form 
t i0 = Y'[l - (X')^)X']u + (Y® Y)'[l - ( Z ^ ^ / o ^ f , 
u e i " , fe9T2 
and Note 3.1 has to be utilized. * 
Corollary 3.2. The following form of the locally best invariant estimator is more 
advantageous for numerical computations: 
a = (X')-(.,c- [I - (X')-(z)X']2-Ne
)
2[(cC)(Z
('))]^..) (J) , 
ch(A) = [(cC)(Z('))]^..)(J)-vecfi 















(**) = N& - NSftS-p - 2(X')-(2)X']2-N
(,:)2. 
Note 3.2. An analogy of Theorem 3.2 can be proved for invariant estimators 
from Theorem 3.3. 
Theorem 3.4. If q> = 0, then the locally best invariant estimator of a function 
Y(P,d) = c'P + f'a, pe®.", i>eft*, ceM(X'), feM[V'(M®M)V] is 
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where 
Y = Y'(X%mc + ( Y® y)'(Z
ťI>')-(D, Q , 
D = f' ° ) 
V O, ip-vec(2)[vec(2)]7' 
Proof. From Lemma 3.6, Note 3.1, Lemma 1.2 and assumption q> = 0 it follows 
that 
V { u e r , f6an2}u ,{l-X[(X0"]'}2(X0m(2)c + 
(because of ceM(X') and (^e^(Z ( I ) ' )V 
Note 3.3. The vector a and the matrix A from Theorem 3.3 are the solution of 
the equations 
(a) MZcr 4- Mqp'vec(A) = 0 
(b) (M®M)[opvec(A)4-(po] = (M®M)VA 
derived by J. Kleffe (in [1, equations (4.4), (4.5)]) for the locally best invariant 
estimator. In (b) the vector A has to exist. 
Proof. If the expressions from Theorem 3.3 are substituted for the vector a and 
the matrix A, then for (a) there holds: 
MZcr + Mcp'vec(A) = MZ(X%(,)C - M2[l - (X%mX']. 
•ZVCZ '̂)̂ ) (J) + Mcp'^')^) (J) -
- M<p'[l - (Z(I)')-(D2.2(o)Z
(J)'](D^2)-(p(X')^(.)C = 
= M(*)(X%wC + MZ(X% ( 2 )X'ZV(Z
('0m(*.) (fj = 0 
because of 
M(*)(X%(,)C = M(*)(X%(*)X'u = 
MX[(X%(.)]'(*)ii = 0 (MX-=0, c = X'u) 
and 
M 2 ( X % C D X ' = MX[(X')mff)]'2 = 0. 
For (b) the following is valid: 
(M®M) {y (&V)mM (^-[l-(Z«)- ( D , / ) )Z«) ' ] ( D ? ) 2 ) - ( p ( x')- ( . ) ^ + 
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+ <p ((X')- W c - [I - (X')-(z)X']2-q)(Z<'>')-(..) ( ^ } = 
= (M®M) {(^-cp[|-(X')-(2)X']2-qp')(Z<'>')-(..) (J) + 
+ ( I - {D2!>2 + vec(2)[vec(2)]'}[l-(Z
('>')-(D2,2a))Z
('>'](Df2)-) • 
•<p(X%wc} = (M®M) {((**)+ vec(2)[vec(2)]')(Z
('>)-(..) (**) + 
+ Df2(Z
('>')-(02,2<.,)Z
('>' (DQ)-«p(X')-wc - V. 
• (i?[vec(2)]'[l - (Z<'>')-(D2,W)Z
('>'](Dif>2)-(p(X')-wc)} = 
= (0, (M®M)V)[(Z<'>')-(..)]'(**)f + (M®M)V-
•(*[vec(.S)] '(2<' ' ')^ ) (^ + 
+ (0, (M®M)V)[(Z('>') )̂]'D2:>2(D2:>2)-(p(X')-(.)C -
- (M®M)V<0[vec(Z)]'[l - ( ^ ^ - ^ . ( ^ ^ ( D g D - ^ X O ^ c ) = v. 
N ) ---Z '̂f was utilized.) It is clear that for the obtained expression v there exists 
a vector k such that (M(x)M)VA is equal to the vector v, which was to be proved. 
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ЛOKAЛЬHO HAИЛУЧШИE KBAДPATИЧHЫE OЦEHKИ 
Lubomír K u b á č e k 
P e з ю м e 
B линeйнoй cмeшaннoй мoдeли 
Y=Xp + c ,E(е) = 0, £ («• ' ) = 5 > V . (X,VЬ...,VP 
извecтныe мaтpицы) нyжнo oпpeдeлить oцeнкy фyнкции 
y(/J,*) = c ' ß + f'*, ßє9Lk 
(k-paзмepнoe пpocтpaнcтвo Eвклидa), ůє$*cz@lp. Maтpицы тpeтьиx и чeтвepтыx мoмeнтoв 
ф = E ( £ ® (££')), lłl = E[(££')® (££')] 
дaны. Hecмeщeнныe и инвapиaнтныe oцeнки пpeдпoлaгaютcя в фopмe 
y = ďy+y'AY. 
Пpивeдeнны явныe выpaжeния для вeктopa a и мaтpицы A тaкoвы, чтo peзyлтиpyющиe oцeнки 
являютcя в зaдaннoй тoчкe (Д, * , ф, i|)) пapaмeтpичecкoгo пpocтpaнcтвa нaилyчшими. 
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